Surtec Has the ‘Solutions’ for Your Maintenance Problems!

For over 35 years Surtec has been a leading manufacturer of innovative cleaning and “environmentally preferred” maintenance technology. Surtec has lead the industry with revolutionary resources in green cleaning systems, specializing in the development, manufacture and distribution of the latest technology in specialty maintenance chemicals for the commercial and industrial cleaning industry.

www.surtecsystem.com
CONCRETE SEALING & COATING
Surtec offers a full line of chemical concrete products, including preparation chemicals, sealers, coatings, impregnators and maintenance products. We also manufacture automatic scrubbers, burnishers, wet-dry vacs, pressure washers & applicators.

GYM FLOOR RESTORATION
Conventional gym floor prep & re-coat requires a three person team for three or more days. The Surtec System reduces labor by 60%, a two person team can prep & re-coat the average high school gymnasium in eight hours, greatly reducing down time. Reduce down time, open your Gym for play two to three days sooner.

CARPET RESTORATION
Don’t replace, RESTORE. Return worn carpet to “like new” condition with The Surtec System. Remove detergent residue and hard water scale as well as soils and spills. Protect your restored carpets with Surtec’s Swiftclean Carpet Protector to greatly extend cleaning cycles, and reduce labor & chemicals by at least 25%.

CLEANROOM MAINTENANCE
Supporting cleanrooms for over 25 years, our equipment and supplies are screened for cleanroom compatibility. We work with your in-house requirements to ensure compliance with regulations. Proficient in proper particle removal we ensure maximum cleaning efficiency while reducing particle redistribution.

RESTROOM CARE
Surtec offers an extensive line of restroom cleaners and disinfectants, including glass and bowl cleaners, hard scale removers, and hospital approved products. Critical to germ management, our line of hand soaps, sanitizers and dispensers complete the hygiene solution.

TILE & GROUT RESTORATION
The Surtec System for Tile & Grout Restoration removes soil, stains and residual buildup, brightens and conditions the grout, and finishes with an impregnating sealer that penetrates deep to seal the tile and grout from within, protecting from stains and making future cleaning easier.
AIRCRAFT CLEANING PRODUCTS
Surtec supplies some of the giants in the airline industry. Products that are developed to be environmentally safe and worker friendly, Surtec cleaning products are approved by Boeing and McDonnell Douglas. Don’t take chances on other products that do not have approvals and may be dangerously corrosive.

TRANSIT SYSTEMS & AUTO DEALERSHIPS
Surtec products are developed to be environmentally safe and worker friendly. With products that clean vehicles, glass and carpet your fleet can have a clean new appearance always. Products for Transit Stations with high patron traffic, or for Auto Dealerships who understand the importance of a well maintained facility.

GRAFFITI REMOVERS & BARRIER SYSTEMS
With Surtec’s Anti-Graffiti Barriers, clean up after being tagged is easier than ever. Avoid expensive, potentially dangerous solvent based graffiti cleaners or high-priced paint matching systems, by using Surtec Anti-Graffiti Barriers and Removers, combined with worker friendly cleaning products.

FOOD SERVICE & SANITATION
The Surtec System for food service sanitation assures cleanliness and a germ free environment, and is EPA and CA EPA approved. Assuring sanitation, because there is no shortcut. In order to rinse, first we must sanitize, remove human error and use a system that is virtually error free, and highly economical.

SURTEC CERTIFIED GREEN PRODUCTS
Using EPA’s Environmentally Preferred Purchasing (EPP) principles, we meet & exceed current accepted certification criteria as environmentally safe & GREEN. Meeting the environmental requirements of “Green Seal” and “EPA’s Designed for the Environment” we exceed all of their performance requirements.

800.877.6330
Sustainable Cleaning Technology: The Ultimate in Green Cleaning Programs

Green solutions that really work and cost less than traditional products

JANITORIAL & MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

Surtec manufactures, distributes, rents and repairs a wide variety of floor maintenance equipment. We offer complete, dependable service and planned maintenance (PM) programs at the lowest cost to help you to reduce your total cost of cleaning or surface preparation. Surtec also offers limited mobile service.

Surtec develops and markets specialized high speed maintenance equipment, such as Surtec propane buffers with our patented "Acti-Vac" vacuum system.

All of our products and programs are supported by Surtec's factory trained technical representatives. Surtec is the only sustainable chemical manufacturer in California that operates a "Green Safe” production facility that, both meets and exceeds all US EPA and California EPA standards.

The Surtec team is committed to developing products that help our customers succeed.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA APPROVED VENDOR . STATE OF CALIFORNIA CERTIFIED SMALL BUSINESS

Corporate Offices & Manufacturing Facility
1880 N. MacArthur Drive, Tracy, CA 95376
Toll Free 800.877.6330

www.surtecsystem.com